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SECTION 9. 
ATHENA'S ALCHEMY OF TRUTH & WISDOM 

THE FINAL ORACLES 
Oracles from: “Athena, Arcadian Awakening” 

 
 

 
 

"Pallas Athena, Goddess of Light & Darkness" 
 
 



1. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAGO 
Korea: Visions of Magoland 

“Where you are depends on who you are.” 
 
INVOCATION: Holy Goddess Mago, miracle of beauty and love, upholder of the Truth, we pray for 
your Oracle. 
 
ORACLE:   Meaningless is the Heaven which you have not earned.  You need to give as well as receive, 
travel as well as rest, and heal as well as be healed.  The lost Heaven you lament is mourned with many 
names throughout the green earth. As innocent children you live in Heaven until you begin to grow – as 
do all elements, plants, animals.  You find your divine self is original from Deity. So you face rivalry, 
passions, ideas.  And this is good.  Now humans have reached the final end of their solitary struggles.  
They were imprisoned in glass cages of separate selves.  Now those outside such cages come to help 
those who long to escape.  This is the End and the Beginning. 
 
 My Divine Manifestation appears as a mighty comet encircling the sky, with golden head and a long 
sweeping trail of many coloured stars.  Thus I represent your Galaxy.  But I also come as a child, or a poor 
old woman.  Offer honour to all, for all are born of Divinity. 
 

2. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS VALA 
Iceland: The Wanderer Returns 

“The Goal and the Path are One.” 
 
INVOCATION: Divine Vala, Queen of the Valiant and Defender of the helpless, You who reign in 
Divine Reality in Heaven while we struggle in dramas on earth, help this man to achieve his Quest to find 
Eternal life, the Goal of us all. 
 
ORACLE: All that is – is mirrored in one small seed.  Those who aim at their own greatness cut at the 
very roots of the tree Yggdrasil, the immortal ash that is within and without all nature.  Men are ever in 
such a hurry!  Sit with me, Frey, on some pleasant grassy slope.  Here you may enjoy many lives, and face 
the fiery heart of a volcano or black depths of a well, yet receive no hurt. 
 
The time has come for humanity to achieve travel in all-Time, All-Space.  You long for adventure.  So be 
it!  Harken…. Lost in the icy wastes of a mountain, frozen from all love and joy, is an imprisoned woman.  
She neither moves nor speaks nor weeps.  Her sleep is dreamless as she is caught in No-Thing.  My son, 
rescue this maiden soul, bring her home to Valhalla.  But in the attempt you may lose your life. 
 

3. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS HAUMEA 
Hawaii: The Sorrowful Victim 

“The Tyrant and the Victim contain each other” 
 
INVOCATION: Come to us, Haumea. 
 
ORACLE:  My body is the stem of the Tree of Life growing through this holy earth;  my arms are the 
branches animating sacred centres in each land;  my roots are within the womb of Our Mother Marama, 
and She rejoices to see Her children reach out to the encircling stars in the void of Space.  Dearest Child 
Uri, to attain Heaven, the floating Isles of Kano, you need to pass three voids where your Lower, Middle 
and Higher Selves are.  You need to reconcile all three Selves, so that the sap of My Tree of Life, Mana, 
may arise through the tree within your body.  Otherwise you will be as a withered branch, bringing your 
sorrows to all you meet. 
 

 
 



4. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS UTA-HA 
Utah: To know yourself you need to seek the other 

Look in a pool and you will see your lover. 
“The Known is our past.  The Unknown is our future.” 

 
INVOCATION: Divine Goddess Uta-ha of this land of mountains and desert, you have appeared to our 
friend as a Guide.  Give us your Oracle that we may know the Divine Purpose of this visitation. 
 
ORACLE: More and more the clever ones of humanity are obsessed with the acquisition of factual 
knowledge.  They are encouraged by those greedy humans who use this scientific knowledge for the 
possession of power and wealth. 
 
This accumulation of facts does not bring the wisdom of how to use such knowledge.  Thus the planet is 
in peril. 
 
Humanity is blind, deaf, and insensitive to this glorious earth, which contains other dimensions of 
endless variety.  You sit in your planes and draw down blinds to shut out the light of the heavens.  Then 
you read or use computers.  In the planet of the blind it is wise to learn to see with true vision. 
 
This comes from extending your awareness, of a caterpillar on a leaf, a darting fish, the wings of a golden 
eagle.  There is no separation in divine reality. 
 
You seek My Name.  It is hidden in the riddle of the sphinx, the smile of a new-born baby, the playfulness 
of a cat.  For Cosmic consciousness is only limited by your ability to enjoy what surrounds you!  You will 
find My Name in works of art, in love of your friends, in widening your experience of Love, Truth and 
Harmony.  The mystery of my Name is in sound.  Listen.  It is the music of the spheres and the song of 
birds. 
 

5. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS VESTA 
Bohemia: To light the flame within we need a spark from the stars. 

“Truth rules all:  Love is within all.” 
 
INVOCATION: Holy Goddess Vesta, invisible to the eye of the profane, glorious in beauty to those who 
seek You, come among us to fill our emptiness! 

 
ORACLE: You call upon that which you have already!  I speak through this visionary, yet I also come to 
you in silence, in darkness, when you are most in need.  For I am the Divine Love that burns in the heart 
of all beings born of the Mother.  And all are so born but are taught to ignore their own divine nature.  
Ambitious Teachers are possessed by a longing to create, to rule, to possess the souls of their followers.  
But when divine power is blocked, power diminishes, bringing despair.  Then I come.  But I must be 
sought for.  It is your will which draws you to My Will, in freedom.  Unity with my eternal flame from 
the holy darkness brings you rebirth into your greater Being.  Now feel my Presence of Light through 
your bodies!  I come from below with Love, and from above as Wisdom.  Where these meet, flowers the 
Mystic Rose.  You are no longer alone.  My Rose joins heart to heart with joy, and wisdom brings 
harmony. 

 
6. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAYA 

Yucatan: To reach the Heights we need to plumb the Depths. 
“Fire and Water are Lovers.” 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the aid of the Goddess Maya, through Her veiled Priestess. Holy Maya, You 
appear across the sky as a copper-coloured Sun.  Your children are lost to Divinity.  Help us to restore 
your Faith in this Your Land. 



ORACLE: Do not despair!  In My Thirteen Heavens, humans are courageously facing the passing of the 
fourth sphere of emotional control to the fifth sphere of the consciousness of passions.  There are many 
races who attain initiation easily, as they have never endured the ordeal of physical incarnations, through 
the labyrinth of space and time.  Those in solar bodies are glorious as Gods and Goddesses.  But you, the 
suffering ones, only regain your true Being, Divinity, through ordeals.  Trials seem cruel, but know that 
the Mothers and Fathers Who have given you birth have put you to school in planetary evolution.  And 
though you endure unspeakable pain, you win a wonder unknown even to Deities.  You have found your 
true Originality peculiar to each one of you!  Without a single soul, the peacock-starry sky would be 
incomplete. 
 
The Plumed Serpent of Divine Energy rises slowly within each of you, and when you win back your 
Birthright, you have no spectacular Fall!  Those spirits who fly too high have to return to Mother Earth in 
shame.  You deal with humiliation, guilt, evil passions daily, not as the leaping jaguar, but rather have a 
sure slow progress, like a quiet cat who has learnt to rest before a hearth fire! 
 

7. ORACLE OF THE MORRIGAN 
Eire: Magic finds you unexpectedly. 

“Ecstasy comes with surrender of false self.” 
 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Great Queen of Eire, The Morrigan, Who with Her Divine Consort The 
Dagda Mor presides over Time. 
 
ORACLE: You who call upon me are for the most part prisoners in passing time.  I watch you with the 
love of a mother as you start your lives with the sacred Light shining within you.  This may be seen by 
visionaries as a flame over a child’s head.  A baby is still in touch with the Eternal Land from which all 
come.  Time is a beautiful pattern of rivers reaching the boundless ocean of space with its myriads of 
stars.  But as a child grows older, those around it try to bring it to their own limited way of being, which 
is a time line between life and death.  So the child, in order to conform and please others, loses essential 
being, a link with the world beyond. 
 
Radiation from brighter realms can bring fear and hostility from those who have lost this golden key.  
This was the way of Neanderthal man and many other primitive races.  They still exist and have their 
honoured place as do all, as children of the Mothers, species who have the courage to have physical 
experiences. 
 
For Homo Sapiens, the time is now when a new race is coming into being.  This new humanity will be 
more heart centred and have spiritual vision. It is for women to calm men’s fear, for women usually long 
for this coming.  No people can endure alien or foreign occupation, however well-meaning!  But children 
are accepted.  No man can resist the smile of his own baby! 
 

8. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS CLEITO 
Azores: To live without vision is to be blind to one’s soul. 

“To dream truly is to create.” 
 
INVOCATION:  Friends, already the Goddess has heard the prayer of Oisin that he may find his Land of 
Heart’s Desire, the lost Atlantis. 
   
ORACLE: I come to you in heavenly dreams when your souls like lovely seabirds arise from your nests, 
your material bodies.  There is no human, however physically obsessed, who has no hidden dream of 
some lovely realm from which they have come.  The planetary school you call earth has in reality many 
levels, and consciously humans dwell in only one sphere of the third dimension.  They are blind and deaf 
to other levels above and below them.  And this is necessary as incarnation is the human path of 
individual development.  Each soul finds the pain and ecstasy of rebirth to another and wider sphere. 



The time and space of every awakening is individual.  All through human history have found Divine 
Being. 
 
Now at the end of an Aeon when human spiritual evolution has the opportunity of general awakening, it 
is necessary for each man and woman to seize this chance because the Gates close as the New Aeon 
dawns.  A New humanity is manifesting, and there is chance for each soul to awaken, however alarming 
this may be.  The past must be respected.  In reality, time is ever present in the Now.  It is we who travel, 
not the eternal tapestry of The Fates. 
 

9. ORACLE OF AN CAILLEACH, THE WISE ONE 
Glastonbury: Weep! The Gods Weep with you! 

“Where your heart is, there is your Home.” 
 
INVOCATION:  In the sacred Name of the Morrigan, Maiden, Queen, Cailleach, the Widow, I pray for 
the Oracle of An Cailleach, She Who Weeps.  I pray for the lost, the lonely, and the abused. 

 
ORACLE: Rather should you pray for the abusers!  For every small child tormented by the stupidity and 
egotism of elders is blessed in the Spirit Realm.  Each victim is welcomed by the Sidhe of earth, air, fire 
and water, and by those humans who have longed for children and yet been denied them on earth. 
 
But the abusers find themselves once more bound to Manannan’s Wheel of fatal cause and effect.  In the 
circling of the zodiac, all that has been done for good or evil bears fruit in many lives of lost souls, either 
on earth, or in other planets.  It is they who need help. 
 
In the revolving spiral of time and space, I manifest as Youth and Creator and Wise Woman.  And so 
does my Consort Manannan.  To attain the Great Awakening which all seek, first blindly, then with 
passion, you need to place yourself in the centre of the Wheel of your Destiny.  Then you will rise above 
the wasteland of cruelty and stupidity and see that each being on earth has chosen an individual path. 
Finally each being attains the Centre of Reality that seems so far, and yet is under your own feet! 
 

10. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS NANA BULUKA 
Zimbabwe: Two people leave each other in opposite directions. 

They circulate the earth.  They meet. 
 
INVOCATION: On the wide circling earth, on all the myriad earths and shining stars, you preside, the 
All Mother, Nana Buluka.  Bestow on us your Oracle. 
 
ORACLE: We who are Mothers know the secret of every heart.  For this cosmos is not made of only an 
interlocked grid of far-seeing Shamans and thousands of strange creatures in every kind of earth. 
Wonderful as are coloured stones and richly filled oceans and towering trees, and the brightly patterned 
sky with planet encircling Stars, there is nothing more creative and wonderful than hidden dreams!  
Within every heart, whether it is the crawling hairy caterpillar or the flying bats at night – within each is 
the hidden longing for the Other. 

A butterfly seeks the mysterious stranger as do the roaring animals in the African jungles.  The atom 
seeks its small solar system as keenly as does a sun looking for its dark haven within a galactic black hole.  
A black hole leads each sun to Heaven as certainly as a baby longs to be born from within the dark 
womb. 

There is now boredom in the cosmos.  There is all art, music, architecture, that enshrines the omnipresent 
goal, the ideal – a lovely person in a garden – the avatar – is incomplete each without The Other.  Without 
the Other the most powerful life is meaningless. 

When you find joy, love, vision, truth – share it with the Others.  Then what you love will increase 



infinitely, for the Other is the Divinity you lack.  Perfection is your goal – through the Others.  There is 
your hidden Gold.  

 
11. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MEDUSA 

Crete: The Mirage of Deception 
“Every Step Matters,  

The True Shaman Does Not Lose Sight of His Goal.” 
 
INVOCATION: Let us hear the Oracle. 

ORACLE:  Children, you are deceived! You see my terrifying head covering the Shield of Pallas Athena, 
my daughter, and do not realise I am the Balancing Power of Love. My Divine Head includes Mind and 
Heart. You need both. The Ordeal of the Labyrinth is to travel the path of the blue, eighth pointed Star, 
and the double axe of the Moon. The star rays permit you to pass. Moon rays forbid. Each time you have 
to choose. Mine is the Alchemical Gold which flows in the Deities: Ichor – the Divine Blood in each one of 
you. I guide you in many guises. Hear my voice. I am Conscience and Wisdom. In Truth, you loved your 
drowned wife. You wish for her to forgive. When you have forgiven yourself, you will have passed the 
test of the Labyrinth. 
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